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AUTOMATE AND MODERNIZE
Customers worldwide are using Ansible and Ansible Tower to automate their migration and modernization efforts. They’re also
using Ansible to make the promise of DevOps a reality. This document outlines the benefits of working with Ansible by Red Hat,
and how your organization can deliver more value to customers with a combination of Ansible and Ansible Tower by Red Hat.
There are several ways ways to integrate with our offerings, and we’re here to help you along the way make the most of Ansible
and Ansible Tower by Red Hat. As a Red Hat technical partner that specializes in Ansible and Ansible Tower, you will have the
opportunity to get valuable feedback from us regarding your active and desired integration plans, including Ansible modules,
Tower add-ons, Ansible roles, marketing briefs, or ideally, all of the above.

ANSIBLE MODULES
The Ansible Community wants and needs your contributions. Modules are the backbone of Ansible, connecting your products
with the Ansible API. Ansible ships with over 450 modules included, covering many use cases. However, vendor-provided modules
ensure that your customers can readily automate your products using our simple, powerful, and agentless automation platform.
Furthermore, it’s the modules themselves that extend the power of Ansible. High-quality modules with minimal dependencies
can be included in Ansible.

MODULES RESOURCES
How to Build a Module:
docs.ansible.com/ansible/developing_modules.html
Module Checklist:
docs.ansible.com/ansible/developing_modules.html#module-checklist
How to Get Modules Included in Ansible:
docs.ansible.com/ansible/developing_modules.html#getting-your-module-into-ansible
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ANSIBLE TOWER BY RED HAT
Tower is the best way to run Ansible in an enterprise. Building Tower integrations along with your modules means that
customers can more easily use your Ansible modules in their DevOps workflows, as well as expose additional capabilities to
users within the customer organization. Tower integrations currently come in two flavors:
• Dynamic inventory scripts provide Tower lists of hosts to automate. Example integrations include scripts that create
lists of servers present in a cloud manager or cloud provider, as well as a list of servers from a monitoring system, or
CMDB. The benefit is that customers can have a single point of truth for all automations across their entire environment.
• Tower API integrations let your product natively pull data out of, and directly launch Tower jobs with associated
variables. Examples include continuous integration, build systems, monitoring systems that run Tower jobs to complete
parts of a workflow. Customers benefit because they can more completely automate all aspects of their deployment and
management process.

TOWER RESOURCES
About Tower:
ansible.com/tower
Dynamic Inventories:
docs.ansible.com/ansible/intro_dynamic_inventory.html
Tower API Docs:
docs.ansible.com/ansible-tower/latest/html/towerapi/
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ANSIBLE GALAXY
Ansible Galaxy is the best place for finding, reusing and sharing the best Ansible content. Ansible Galaxy roles help your users
make more effective use of your modules by providing vendor-approved examples of how to properly use your modules. Many
partners use Galaxy to provide real-world and usable reference architectures, as well as components that are used as building
blocks in a customer’s more complicated orchestration. When you write and contribute Galaxy roles, you help all of your Ansible
users more effectively automate your technology and include it in their DevOps projects.

GALAXY RESOURCES
Get Started with Ansible Galaxy:
galaxy.ansible.com/intro
Uploading Roles to Ansible Galaxy:
galaxy.ansible.com/intro#role-galaxy

JOINT MARKETING
Is there a good story about what customers are able to do with your product when automated with Ansible? We’d love to share
that story with the community of Ansible users and enterprise customers. We’ll start with a solution brief, which will then be the
foundation for blogs, webcasts, and PDF one-sheets. We also have web-presence opportunities to further highlight your Ansible
integrations, as well as pointers to additional resources to help customers get started.

READY TO GET STARTED?

Start by signing up as a Red Hat Connect for Technology partner: connect.redhat.com
Then you can self-identify that you’re ready to talk by filling out our form: partners@ansible.com
Learn more: ansible.com/partners
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